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A 2D disc for Blu-ray was released for the Japanese version of the movie on July 22, 2009. The Blu-ray
version of the movie contains bonus features that were not available on the 2D DVD version of the movie,
as well as 1080p High Definition resolution. There are also other international versions available for Bluray, such as the Korean version, which had a 3D release in 2008. The Blu-ray version was released on July 8,
2009. The Blu-ray version also contains bonus features not included in the standard DVD release, like a Bluray menu and a 16:9 widescreen presentation. The anime (Hentai) version of the movie was released on the
Blu-ray disc in Japan on August 26, 2009. This version contained the same bonus features on the Japanese
release of the Blu-ray, but also contained two CG scenes not included in the Japanese version of the movie.
This also contains the 2009 Japanese theatrical version, with subtitles, as well as the original 4-part animated
series. 1) The manga (Hentai) version of the movie was released on the Blu-ray disc in Japan on August 26,
2009. This version contained the same bonus features as the Japanese release of the Blu-ray, as well as the
2009 Japanese theatrical version. 2) The 4-part animated series was released in the UK on the DVD disc on
October 7, 2009. This version contains a bonus feature on the DVD titled "Video Interview with Director
Yutaka Iwasaki" and more. Also, for those who are interested, the UK version of the film comes in a bare
bones double pack with the Japanese release of the film, which is no loss for them and gives more people an
opportunity to own the film in either version. Much has been made about the various alternate cuts of this
film. I have to ask, since we do not have the alternate versions, why can we not see them? The alternative
versions are in the public domain and it is ridiculous that we cannot see them! Recently I was speaking with
an older gentleman who had just come from Japan. He informed me that he had recently watched this film
at a little theater in Japan and was shocked at some of the gore that was in this version. He told me that there
were some scenes which were cut that he had not seen before, and that this was the "bare-bones" version of
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